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Abstract: In digital image reproduction, it is often desira-
ble to compute image difference of reproductions and the
original images. The traditional CIE color difference for-
mula, designed for simple color patches in controlled
viewing conditions, is not adequate for computing image
difference for spatially complex image stimuli. Zhang and
Wandell [Proceedings of the SID Symposium, 1996; p
731–734] introduced the S-CIELAB model to account for
complex color stimuli using spatial filtering as a prepro-
cessing stage. Building on S-CIELAB, iCAM was designed
to serve as both a color appearance model and also an
image difference metric for complex color stimuli [IS&T/
SID 10th Color Imaging Conference, 2002; p 33–38].
These image difference models follow a similar image
processing path to approximate the behavior of human
observers. Generally, image pairs are first converted into
device-independent coordinates such as CIE XYZ tristimu-
lus values or approximate human cone responses (LMS),
and then further transformed into opponent-color chan-
nels approximating white-black, red-green, and yellow-
blue color perceptions. Once in the opponent space, the
images are filtered with approximations of human con-
trast sensitivity functions (CSFs) to remove information
that is invisible to the human visual system. The images
are then transformed back to a color difference space
such as CIELAB, and pixel-by-pixel color differences are
calculated. The shape and effectiveness of the CSF spatial
filters used in this type of modeling is highly dependent
on the choice of opponent color space. For image differ-
ence calculations, the ideal opponent color space would
be both linear and orthogonal such that the linear filter-

ing is correct and any spatial processing on one channel
does not affect the others. This article presents a review
of historical opponent color spaces and an experimental
derivation of a new color space and corresponding
spatial filters specifically designed for image color
difference calculations. ! 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Col Res

Appl, 35, 387 – 400, 2010; Published online 7 January 2010 in Wiley

Online Library (wileyonlinelibrary.com). DOI 10.1002/col.20561
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INTRODUCTION

Physiological Opponent Color Spaces

The concept of opponent color representation was first
postulated by Hering in the late 19th century.1 Hering
postulated that there were a total of six elementary color
perceptions, two achromatic, white and black, and four
chromatic, representing red, green, yellow, and blue. Her-
ing did not suggest that there were six color receptors, as
opposed to the three postulated by Young and Helmholtz,
but rather these six elementary colors formed subjective
anchors in a type of phenomenological color space. Fur-
thermore, these six colors formed a type of opponent or
antagonistic relationship, represented by white-black, red-
green, and yellow-blue colors. This would explain why
there were no subjective perceptions of colors, which
were simultaneously red and green or yellow and blue.
The three opponent channels could be explained by
assimilation and dissimulation of individual receptors.

Modern color theory suggests a multiple stage model of
vision to combine the Young–Helmhotlz three-photore-
ceptor model with the Hering opponent theory. In a sim-
ple, dual-stage model, the three cone photoreceptors of
the eye are combined into opponent-color channels at the
retinal level, before being transmitted to the brain. These
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opponent channels have the added benefit of reducing the
informational bandwidth necessary for transmission by
eliminating redundant signals caused by the large overlap
in cone sensitivities. Although this dual-stage model is
probably an oversimplification of the physiological and
neural behavior of the visual system, the conceptual sim-
plicity is advantageous for general image processing and
practical modeling of color and image appearance.

In the simplest form, the dual-stage opponent color
theory can be represented by a simple linear combination
of the cone signals. The long, medium, and short cone
signals (LMS) are combined to form the achromatic (L !
M ! S), red-green (!L 2 M), and yellow-blue (!L !
M 2 S). This linear combination is shown in matrix form
in Eq. (1):
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It is assumed in Equation (1) that each of the LMS cone
responses is equally important in the opponent color rep-
resentations, and as such all the linear weights are in
unity. However, it is generally accepted that the relative
weights of each channel are different. For instance, it is
assumed that the short wavelength (S) give relatively little
information to the achromatic or luminance signal. A sim-
ilar set of linear equations that utilized relative cone pro-
portions and strengths was proposed by Hunt2 and also
used in the CIECAM97s color appearance model.3 The
matrix transformation representing this approach is shown
in Eq. (2):
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Although these approaches share a simplicity and ele-
gance, they were purely based on approximating the phys-
iological behavior of the visual system, and not actual
color appearance or perceptual data.

Hurvich and Jameson4 introduced a dual-stage model
of opponent theory based on the CIE 1931 Standard Ob-
server (XYZ) tristimulus values, before the human cone
fundamentals were well known. This approach postulated
an opponent color space based on a luminance factor,
CIE Y, and two chromatic magnitudes (or moments) M1

and M2. The general concept is similar to Eqs. (1) and (2)
described earlier, and it is shown in Eq. (3). This
opponent space is very similar in nature to the one experi-
mentally derived in this study, and it shall be revisited.
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Practical Opponent Color Spaces

The opponent spaces described earlier are based on
physiologically plausible dual-stage color theory. In

addition to these spaces, there are many opponent-type
color spaces in practical use in the imaging and television
community. This includes the spaces used in NTSC color
television, as well as in JPEG image compression and
HDTV. A brief overview of some practical opponent
color spaces, YIQ, YPBPR, and YCBCR is described
later. For a more in-depth discussion of these spaces see
Ref. 5.

It is important to note that these opponent color spaces
are not based on the cone fundamentals of the human vis-
ual system or the CIE color matching functions. Rather,
these color spaces are all transforms of device RGB col-
ors. The practical nature of these spaces were designed to
mimic certain behavior of the visual system such as the
decreased contrast sensitivity of the chromatic channels
opposed to the achromatic, but in a simple manner that
could be performed quickly on both analog and digital
signals. The YIQ space was adopted by the National Tel-
evision System Committee and formed an ‘‘opponent’’
type of space based on a generic set of RGB primaries.
The linear transform is shown in Eq. (4). It should be
noted that for these practical opponent spaces it is com-
mon to first linearize, or ‘‘gamma-correct,’’ the RGB
signals by applying an exponential function before the
3 3 3 linear transforms. Similar nonlinear transforms can
be performed on the XYZ or LMS cone fundamentals, as
described earlier, but should be avoided while doing lin-
ear spatial filtering in an image difference metric. (Linear
filtering in a nonlinear color space introduces spatial-fre-
quency components that were not present in the original
image.)
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The YIQ space was originally created for analog televi-
sion with a generic set of CRT primaries. This transform
has generally been deprecated and replaced with new op-
ponent (as well as RGB) transforms. This includes the
YPBPR space, which is used in analog component televi-
sion signals, and the YCBCR space, which is typically
used in digital television, HDTV, and JPEG and MPEG
compression. Like YIQ, these transforms are typically
applied to gamma-corrected RGB signals. Equations (5)
and (6) show the linear transforms for YPBPR and YCBCR,
respectively. The YPBPR has values that range from 0 to
1 for the achromatic (Y) signal and from 20.5 to 0.5 for
the chromatic signals, while the digital nature of YCBCR is
usually encoded in 8-bit 0–255 signals for all three
channels.
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Theoretical Opponent Color Spaces

Aside from the physiological- and practical-based oppo-
nent color spaces described earlier, there has been some
fascinating research based on the information theory of
both the cone fundamentals as well as the spectral and
color representation of natural scenery and images.
Buchsbaum and Gottschalk6 performed a principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) decomposition of the cone sensi-
tivities in an attempt to remove the strong correlation
caused by the large overlap of the cones. This approach
was a type of theoretical informational processing, in
which the visual system decorrelates the visual signals to
reduce the bandwidth necessary for transmission to the
brain. Interestingly, the results of the PCA produced an
opponent color representation that was qualitatively simi-
lar to that predicted by Hering, resulting in an achromatic
channel as well as a red-green and yellow-blue channel.
As an added benefit, the analysis performed by
Buchsbaum and Gottschalk produced a mathematically
orthogonal 3 3 3 linear transform between the LMS cone
fundamentals and the opponent color representation. The
benefits of this orthogonality for an image difference met-
ric are further discussed in this article. The linear trans-
formation from LMS cone responses to the opponent
space, called APQ, is shown in Eq. (7). Bolin and Meyer7

adapted this transformation by applying a nonlinear
gamma correction and normalization of the cone sensitiv-
ities for use in a computer graphics rendering paradigm.
This transformation is shown in Eq. (8).
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Studies of the decomposition of natural images along with
their cone responses using principal component or independ-
ent component analysis are also of interest. Tailor et al.8

showed by using independent component analysis on natural
images already encoded in RGB values produced opponent-
type representations. Lee et al.9 extended this work to include
the spectral wavelength properties of natural images and
showed similar opponent-type representations from the inde-
pendent component analysis. These studies suggest that the
physiological development of color opponency in the human
visual system may be a result of both the high correlation

caused by the cone sensitivity overlap and the spectral proper-
ties of naturally occurring scenery.

Color Appearance and Opponent Color Spaces

Most models of color vision and color appearance
involve transforms into opponent color representation.
This includes CIELAB, Hunt, CIECAM02, and many
others. For more details of these spaces see Ref. 10. Color
opponency also exists in several color vision models,
including ATD11 and the NT model proposed by Naya-
tani.12 The one thing that these color vision and appear-
ance models have in common is nonlinear processing,
generally prior to transformation into the opponent color
space. This nonlinear processing, while certainly present
in the visual system, does not readily lend itself to linear
spatial filtering in an image difference metric. However,
two appearance models have linear transforms that can be
readily applied to an image difference metric. They are
the S-CIELAB13 and IPT models.14

S-CIELAB was designed to be specifically used as an
image difference metric and not as a color appearance
model. The opponent color space used in the spatial pre-
processing of this metric is based on the work of Poirson
and Wandell.15,16 These experiments were based on find-
ing pattern-color separate pathways with respect to color
appearance matches to frequency gratings. Their findings
resulted in both an opponent color representation as well
as the spatial filters corresponding to these pathways. The
S-CIELAB model uses both the opponent color represen-
tation and the filters as a means of filtering images prior
to CIELAB color difference calculations. The linear trans-
form from CIE XYZ tristimulus values to this opponent
color space is shown in Eq. (9):
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The IPT model was designed to be a simple approxi-
mation of color appearance specifically designed for
image processing and gamut mapping. The model was
specifically designed with fixing the hue nonlinearity of
CIELAB. It generally consists of two 3 3 3 linear trans-
formations, along with some nonlinear processing. The
second 3 3 3 linear transform goes from nonlinear cone
sensitivities to an opponent color representation. This
transform is given in Eq. (10) and can be used without
the nonlinear exponent functions in image difference cal-
culations, as described by Fairchild and Johnson.17
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Contrast Sensitivity Functions

The contrast sensitivity function (CSF) measures the
sensitivity of the human visual system to linear contrast
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as a function of spatial frequency. Sensitivity is defined
as the reciprocal of the contrast threshold or as the mini-
mum amount of contrast necessary to elicit a response.
This concept is important, because while measuring the
contrast threshold or sensitivity of chromatic stimuli that
contain no luminance information, there is no well-
defined meaning for contrast. Typically, contrast is taken
to mean the Michelson contrast of the cone modulations.
It is generally accepted that the luminance CSF is charac-
terized by a bandpass shape, and both blue-yellow and
red-green CSFs show low-pass behavior. Generally, ach-
romatic contrast sensitivity is higher than chromatic for a
given spatial frequency, a behavior that has been utilized
to full advantage in color television as well as image
compression. However, for very low spatial frequency
content, chromatic contrasts are actually more perceptible
than achromatic.

Although the characteristics of human contrast sensitiv-
ity are used in a variety of applications, the CSFs do not
actually exist as ‘‘filters’’ in the visual system. Rather,
these functions are used to describe psychophysical
behavior. The CSFs as spatial filters, however, play a very
important role in color image difference metrics such as
S-CIELAB and iCAM. Johnson and Fairchild18 examined
a variety of CSFs for use with complex image stimuli. As
spatial filters, they serve to remove information where it
is not perceptible, and they normalize color differences at
visible spatial frequencies. For this use, the CSFs are used
as weighting functions for stimuli that are well above
threshold.

The relationship between the perception of contrast and
spatial frequency at levels above threshold is investigated
through suprathreshold matching experiments. The impor-
tance of suprathreshold appearance has recently drawn
more attention, since image quality metrics and compres-
sion are often applied for differences well above thresh-
old. Details on the measurement of contrast matching
functions can be found in the wealth of literature on the
topic.19–25 This research generally investigates the physio-
logical mechanisms responsible for the suprathreshold
vision. Typically, a flattening effect on the CSF is found
at high contrast for both achromatic and chromatic stim-
uli. From these results, it might be concluded that the
processing of both chromatic and achromatic information
at suprathreshold levels is different from that at threshold
levels. Although the mechanisms may differ, the simplic-
ity of using a single CSF for both threshold and supra-
threshold stimuli in an image difference metric is highly
desirable. This research attempts to examine the contrast
sensitivity to both threshold data as well as contrast
matching data to examine if it is possible to use a single
set of spatial filters.

The Need for Orthogonality in Image
Difference Calculations

As described earlier, there are many opponent color
space representations that can be used for spatial filtering

in an image difference metric. For these image-processing
calculations, it may be necessary to balance physiological
accuracy along with acceptable mathematical and percep-
tual behavior. This is especially important while applying
different spatial filters to different color channels. The
human visual system is generally more sensitive to lumi-
nance (white-black) changes than chromatic changes, as
described by the CSFs. In turn, it is more sensitive to
changes in the red-green channel than it is to those in the
yellow-blue channel. This suggests the need for three dis-
tinct spatial filters for use with image difference calcula-
tions, as described in the S-CIELAB model. Since the
three spatial filters will be different, it is important that
calculations on one channel do not have adverse affects
on the other channels. To assure this independence in spa-
tial filtering, it is a requirement that the color opponent
channels be orthogonal to each other. If they are not or-
thogonal, then any change to one channel due to spatial
filtering will likely result in a change to the other. Thus,
the use of orthogonal color space dimension can be
thought of as the prevention of cross-channel interactions
during the process of differential spatial filtering.

The ideal opponent color space for spatial filtering
would then be one which contains only ‘‘luminance’’ in-
formation in the achromatic channel, and independent iso-
luminant information in the two chromatic channels. An
example of crosstalk in this space could be represented
by luminance information leaking into the chromatic
channels. This information would then be filtered improp-
erly, resulting in an image difference prediction that is
most likely to be incorrect (i.e., some of the luminance
information at higher spatial frequencies would be thrown
away by the chromatic CSFs with little, or no, response at
those frequencies). There is an additional danger of creat-
ing improper color fringing with the spatial filters. For
example, if a black-and-white image with only luminance
information is filtered in a nonorthogonal space using
three distinct spatial filters, the resulting image will no
longer be black and white. Instead, color fringes will be
introduced by the blurring of some of the luminance in-
formation that was mistakenly treated as chromatic infor-
mation. An example of this introduction of chromatic
fringing due to spatial filtering in a nonorthogonal color
space is illustrated in Fig. 1. Of the opponent spaces
described earlier, only the PCA space derived from Ref. 6
was designed to be mathematically orthogonal. As a
result, spatial filtering in the other spaces is likely to
result in undesirable artifacts.

EXPERIMENTAL

Three psychophysical experiments were performed to aid
in the derivation and evaluation of an orthogonal oppo-
nent color space and corresponding CSFs, for specifically
using in an image difference framework. The first experi-
ment, described by Song et al.,26 measured the visibility
of chromatic noise using the method of adjustment, and it
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is reviewed later. The data from this experiment were
used to derive an opponent color space using PCA. The
overall goal of this color space was to be mathematically
orthogonal, with chromatic dimensions as close to isolu-
minant as possible with a linear color space. The second
experiment measured the threshold of color vectors in this
opponent color space. The third experiment measured the
suprathreshold contrast matches of the color vectors in
this new color space.

Chromatic Noise Matching Experiment

A psychophysical experiment was performed to gener-
ate data relating to luminance matches for complementary

colors. A method of adjustment paradigm was chosen to
allow subjects to adjust the appearance of chromatic noise
image until it was least perceptible. Observers minimized
the visibility of noise patterns of various spatial frequen-
cies, luminance levels, and hues. The experimental condi-
tions are described later.

An IBM T221 LCD display was used for all three
experiments. This high-resolution display (200 pixels per
inch) was colorimetrically characterized to an average
error of less than 1.0 CIEDE2000, using the method
described by Day et al.27 The viewing distance of approx-
imately 3 feet was set such that the maximum spatial fre-
quency displayed corresponded to 60 cycles per degree of
visual angle. The stimuli were presented in the center of
the display and subtended 48 of visual angle. The back-
ground presented on the display was a neutral CIE D65

FIG. 1. Example of spatial filtering in a nonorthogonal
opponent color space. The black-and-white image (top)
containing only luminance information was filtered using
three distinct spatial filters that approximate the human
contrast sensitivity function. The image in the middle was
filtered using a nonorthogonal color space that contained
luminance information in the chromatic channels, while the
image on the bottom was filtered in an orthogonal color
space. Undesirable color fringing due to differential spatial
filtering in a nonorthogonal color space is evident in the
middle image.

FIG. 2. Anchor hues chosen in the CIELAB color space
for the chromatic noise adjustment experiment.

FIG. 3. Color vectors used in the chromatic noise adjust-
ment experiment. An additive complementary color vector
was drawn in CIE u0v0 chromaticity space equidistant
through the D65 white point. The red and blue lines indi-
cate the two levels of ‘‘saturation’’ used in the experiment.
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set to 20% of the maximum luminance of 250 cd/m2. For
the first experiment, a total of 25 observers ranging in age
from 23 to 43 participated. All observers had normal
color vision and normal or corrected-to-normal spatial
acuity. All experiments were performed in a darkened
room.

The experimental task presented to the observers was
to adjust the noise pattern on the display such that the
visibility of the noise was minimized. This can be thought
of as a form of heterochromatic brightness matching. The
general assumption of this experiment is that the human
visual system is more sensitive to luminance contrast than
to chromatic contrast. The observers can then be thought
of as minimizing the luminance contrasts while adjusting
the visibility of the noise pattern.

Each of the noise stimulus was a chromatic noise
image made of two additive complimentary colors. Four
initial chromatic anchor points were chosen, correspond-
ing to unique red, unique yellow, halfway between unique
red and yellow, and halfway between unique red and
blue. These anchors were chosen in the CIELAB color
space, as shown in Fig. 2, and transformed into CIE u0v0

chromaticity coordinates. Complimentary color vectors
were then drawn in u0v0 through the D65 white point, and
equidistant from the white point in chromaticity space.
The color vectors for two levels of color ‘‘saturation’’ are
shown in Fig. 3. Stimuli were created for combinations of
three mean lightness levels corresponding to CIELAB L*

values of 30, 50, and 70 relative to display white, or CIE
Y luminance factors of 0.1, 0.29, 0.65. The noise was gen-
erated in three spatial frequency bands. Two bands were
bandpass octave filters centered at 1 and 4 cycles per
degree, with 50% strength at half and twice the center fre-
quency. The third band was a ‘‘white’’ noise image, theo-

FIG. 4. Representative noise samples used in the adjustment experiment. The top row shows the four color vectors, the
middle row shows the three mean lightness levels, and the bottom row shows the three spatial frequency bands.

FIG. 5. Color vectors illustrating the experimental results.
Each box represents a given color vector and mean lumi-
nance level. Inside each box are the vectors that mini-
mized the perception of chromatic noise for all spatial fre-
quencies and saturation level. On the left side of each box
is the luminance (CIE Y) level of the anchor color. The right
side of each box shows the adjust luminance necessary to
minimize the appearance of the noise.
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retically containing equal energy from 0 to 60 cycles per
degree. In all, there were 72 combinations of four color
vectors, two levels of saturation, three mean luminance
levels, and three frequency bands. Each stimuli trial was
repeated four times for a total of 288 adjustments by each
observer. The adjustment experiment took approximately
2 h, and it was split into two sessions to limit observer
fatigue.

The experiment involved the user adjusting the lumi-
nance of one end of the chromatic vectors using computer
arrow keys. One end of the color hue pair was considered
as the anchor and had fixed chromaticity and luminance
(CIE Y). The chromaticity of the other end was fixed such
that it was in an equal distance from the white point as the
fixed end in u0v0 space, but the luminance was not fixed.
Observers were allowed to adjust the luminance of the other
end until the chromatic noise was least perceptible. Chang-
ing the luminance of the end point had the effect of altering
the ‘‘slope’’ of the color vector in the 3D CIE Yu0v0 space.
The experiment was performed in MATLAB using color
lookup tables generated using the display characterization,
to allow for real-time adjustments. Figure 4 shows some
representative stimuli examples, although the ‘‘contrast’’
has been boosted for ease of viewing.

CHROMATIC NOISE ADJUSTMENT ANALYSIS

In this first experiment, the observers adjusted the lumi-
nance of the end point of the color vectors until the noise
was perceived to be least visible. The resulting color vec-
tors, in CIE Yu0v0 space, theoretically represent hetero-
chromatic brightness matches or matches with equal per-
ceived luminance. This relies on the assumption that for
these suprathreshold matches, the noise would appear
least visible when it is only present in the chromatic
channels. Figure 5 shows the resulting color vectors aver-
aged across all 25 observers.

Details of the individual variance as well as inter and
intraobserver variation can be found in Ref. 26. In gen-
eral, the standard deviation was quite low, between 0.01
and 0.05 relative Y units, for individual observers and
across observers. The variation was smaller for the lower
luminance levels and increased with the higher luminance
levels. Casual interviews with the observers showed that
they perceived the task to be easier at the lower lumi-
nance levels as well. The variance was also smallest for
the lower frequency stimuli, while chromatic content had
no affect on variance.

Examining the data distribution in three dimensions
(CIE XYZ), it is found that as expected the data vary more
along the X and Z dimensions, but less along the Y
dimension. This can be seen in Fig. 6. This initially
suggests that CIE luminance factor, Y, comes close to
predicting the perceived luminance of these chromatic
stimuli. A statistical T-test between the initial starting
CIE Y value and the values chosen for the end points
showed that for 41 of the 72 stimuli there was a signifi-

cant difference between the CIE Y of the starting anchor
point and the user-adjusted end point. This suggests that
while CIE Y does come close to predicting the experimen-
tal results, it does not adequately describe the perceived
luminance necessary to fully predict these data.

ANALYSIS OF CHROMATIC NOISE EXPERIMENT:
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ORTHOGONAL

COLOR SPACE

Because CIE luminance factor, Y, does not adequately
account for the experimental results, it was hoped that a
simple linear transformation of the CIE XYZ tristimulus
values could produce a better fit to the data and create a
more perceptually accurate luminance factor. The results
for the lighter and darker colors are different suggests that

FIG. 6. The CIE XYZ tristimulus projections (top: XY; bot-
tom: ZY) of the adjusted anchor points. As expected, most
of the variation is in the X and Z dimension for each mean
lightness level. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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perhaps the nonlinearities of the human visual system
may make a true linear ‘‘isoluminant’’ color space impos-
sible, although a linear best-fit approximation can be
developed. The first stage of this analysis is to create a
linear luminance factor based on the CIE XYZ tristimulus
values and the experimental data. Once this new lumi-
nance factor is decided, a mathematically orthogonal
opponent color space can be derived. This section
describes the use of PCA to fit the experimental data and
then the development of an orthogonal color space from
the PCA data.

PCA Analysis of Experimental Results

Typically, PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality of
a large data set. It does this through a linear transforma-
tion of the data to create a new coordinate system,
whereas the projection of the data that contains the most
variation lies along the first axis of the new coordinates.
The projection, or component, of the second axis then
contains the second most variation of the data, and so
forth. This can be used for dimensionality reduction by

the elimination of higher order projections that do not
explain much variation in the data. In this situation, we
were not interested in reducing the dimensionality of the
data, as it was already represented by three components:
CIE XYZ. Rather we were interested in the rotation of the
CIE XYZ coordinate system to another three-dimensional
space that described the variance of the experimental data
and is orthogonal. This rotation will also be three dimen-
sional. The experimental techniques as described earlier
were an attempt to find heterochromatic color matches, or
vectors, that lie on a single dimension of perceived lumi-
nance. This should place all the data onto a 2D plane in
the 3D color space, in which the orthogonal vector to that
plane represents perceived luminance. The PCA rotation
of the CIE XYZ color matches can be thought of as find-
ing the plane that best fits the experimental data. The first
dimension, or principal component, will explain the
maximum variance, while the third will explain the least
variance. It is actually this third principal component
which is of interest, as that component can be considered
the normal vector to the isoluminant plane. An iconic rep-
resentation of the fitting of this 2D plane using PCA is
shown in Fig. 7.

FIG. 7. An iconic representation of fitting a 2D plane to 3D data using PCA analysis.
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The resulting linear transformations fit to the experi-
mental data using PCA are shown in Eqs. (11)–(13). The
data had to be fit independently for the three initial
average luminance values to avoid modeling the experi-
mentally introduced luminance differences as observed
adjustments.

For Yaverage " 0:1

V1

V2

V3

2

64

3

75 "
#0:0249 #0:0480 #0:9985

0:9936 #0:1114 #0:0194

#0:1103 #0:9926 0:0505

2

64

3

75 $
X

Y

Z

2

64

3

75

(11)

For Yaverage " 0:29

V1

V2

V3

2

64

3

75 "
#0:0048 0:0196 0:9998

#0:9983 0:0578 #0:0059

#0:0579 #0:9981 0:0193

2

64

3

75:
X

Y

Z

2

64

3

75
(12)

For Yaverage " 0:65

V1

V2

V3

2

64

3

75 "
#0:0279 0:0064 0:9996

#0:9996 #0:0018 #0:0279

#0:0016 #1:0000 0:0064

2

64

3

75:
X

Y

Z

2

64

3

75
(13)

There are several interesting observations from Eqs.
(11) to (13). The first is how similar the third principal
component, labeled V3, is to the CIE Y tristimulus value.
The second note is that all three equations are different.
The magnitude of these differences is slightly larger than
the variability in the data. This suggests the possibility
that a single simple linear transformation of CIE XYZ
may not be adequate for fully describing isoluminance.
For practical applications, multiple transformations or
luminance-dependent transformations are not useful. In
such cases, one of the above color space transformations
(most likely the mid-luminance fit) should be used. The
percent variance described by each of Eqs. (11)–(13) is
shown in Table I.

For the higher luminance levels, the third dimension
explained very little of the variance, less then 0.05%.
The third dimension explains slightly more of the var-
iance at the lowest average luminance, although this is
still less than 1%. This correlates with the intra- and
interobserver standard deviations for the lower lumi-
nance stimuli. Thus differences between the transforms
for the three luminance levels greater than 1% can be

considered visually significant for these experiments
(and such differences are observed in the PCA
results).

TABLE I. Percent variance explained by all three
principal components for each average luminance
level.

Luminance level V1 V2 V3

Y " 0.1 95.51 4.26 0.23
Y " 0.29 94.53 5.42 0.05
Y " 0.65 92.75 7.21 0.04

FIG. 8. Presentation of stimuli for the threshold experi-
ment (of note, in the real experiment, the noise contrast on
the left was lower than shown here).

FIG. 9. (a) Log thresholds for each color vector, at three
luminance levels, with three frequency bands. (b) Contrast
sensitivity for each color vector, at three luminance levels,
with three frequency bands. As shown in the inset, the
black diamond is for luminance channel, yellow triangle
for yellow-blue channel, red square for red-green
channel, cyan cross for orange-cyan channel, and
magenta star for magenta-yellow/green. [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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NOISE THRESHOLD EXPERIMENT: MEASUREMENT
OF CSFS IN AN ORTHOGONAL COLOR SPACE

The threshold experiment was to measure contrast thresh-
olds for color vectors in the V1V2V3 opponent color space:
luminance, red-green, yellow-blue, cyan-orange, and ma-
genta-lime, with three frequency bands and three mean
luminance levels. The QUEST procedure28 was applied
and observers selected which of the two side-by-side-dis-
played stimuli had noise. One stimulus included lumi-
nance or chromatic noise, and the other was a uniform
gray patch with no noise. Each stimulus trial was eval-
uated twice. Figure 8 shows the presentation of stimuli
for the threshold experiment. Twenty observers ranging in
age from 23 to 60 participated in the experiment.

The measured log contrast thresholds are shown in Fig.
9(a), and Fig. 9(b) illustrates the measured log contrast
sensitivity, which is the reciprocal of threshold.

One can see low-pass characteristics in all chromatic
channels and a slight bandpass behavior in the luminance

channel. For chromatic channels, the low-pass shape is
consistent with results from Mullen29 and Owens et al.30

The bandpass properties of the achromatic channel were
not as evident, showing more of a low-pass trend. There
are two possible reasons for this. One is that there are no
data at low frequencies. It may be also caused by the spe-
cific octave filter noise pattern of our stimuli. For stimuli
with the frequency band centered at 4 cpd, there is infor-
mation present in the frequency range from 2 to 8 cpd,
and limited information at even lower and higher frequen-
cies. This might reduce the sensitivity at intermediate fre-
quencies. Such stimuli are an attempt to simulate natural
stimuli in the real world, where there is low probability
of finding totally isolated single spatial frequencies.

SUPRATHRESHOLD EXPERIMENT: MATCHING
CONTRAST IN AN ORTHOGONAL

COLOR SPACE

The third experiment involved the measurement of supra-
threshold contrast matches. The method of adjustment

FIG. 10. Presentation of stimuli for the suprathreshold
experiment (of note, the left stimulus was the anchor stim-
ulus, and the right stimulus was the test stimulus).

FIG. 11. Average matched suprathreshold contrast for
various color space directions. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.
com.]

FIG. 12. Suprathreshold contrast sensitivity. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 13. Linear fitting of suprathreshold contrast match-
ing as a threshold contrast sensitivity function. [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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was used and observers adjusted the noise contrast of the
test stimulus to match the contrast of the achromatic
anchor stimulus. The anchor stimulus was chosen to be of
the mid-luminance, middle frequency band, and with
luminance–noise contrast set at three times the threshold
level. The test stimuli were luminance or chromatic noise
images at three frequency bands and three luminance lev-
els. Each trial was completed three times. The color space

vectors examined were the same as those in the threshold
experiment.

Figure 10 shows the presentation of stimuli in the
suprathreshold matching experiment. Twenty observers
ranging in age from 23 to 60 participated in the experi-
ment.

Figure 11 shows how much contrast was needed to per-
ceptually match the standard anchor contrast. Figure 12
indicates a clear low-pass shape for all chromatic chan-
nels and a slight bandpass behavior for the achromatic
channel. The curves are flattening as might be expected,
but not completely flat. This is because the contrast of the

TABLE II. Fitted parameters for all CSF models
(presented in alphanumeric order for each model
type).

Lum_Thd_3P 74.97 0.22 0.78
Lum_Sup_3P 79.04 0.26 0.94
Lum_Thd_5P 0.16 0.64 0.4 0.16 20.33
Lum_Sup_5P 0.16 0.64 0.6 0.16 20.32
R-G_Thd 87.47 20.0003 2.74 109.18 20.0029 1.73
Y-B_Thd 5.62 0 3.41 32.55 20.084 1.32
R-G_Sup 91.23 20.0003 2.8 74.91 20.0038 2.6
Y-B_Sup 5.62 0 3.41 41.94 20.083 1.37

FIG. 14. Optimized sets of CSFs. (a) Linear representation
of CSFs. (b) CSFs on log–log axes. Solid lines illustrate
CSF at threshold level; dotted lines illustrate CSF at supra-
threshold level. The black line is for the five-parameter
luminance CSF; green line for three-parameter CSF; red
line for red-green CSF; blue line for yellow-blue CSF.

FIG. 15. (a) Original image; (b) spatially filtered image
using five-parameter filter for luminance at threshold;
(c) spatially filtered image using five-parameter filter for
luminance at suprathreshold.
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anchor was not high enough for contrast constancy, as
some researchers have previously observed.19

Figure 13 shows the scalar multiple of each stimulus
threshold that was needed to match the anchor stimulus.
As shown in the legend, different colors in the plot repre-
sent different opponent direction in color space. The tex-
tured bar is for the anchor stimulus. The x-axis indicates
mean luminance level and frequency band. Most of the
stimuli required close to three times their own contrast
threshold to match the anchor stimulus, which was also
three times its contrast threshold. For low luminance and
low frequency chromatic stimuli, except the yellow-blue
pattern, the amount of contrast necessary to match the
anchor stimulus was well above the other stimuli. Further-
more, a line (see Fig. 13) with a slope of 2.29 was fitted
to suprathreshold contrast versus threshold contrast data.
An R2 of 0.95 indicates a reasonably good linear scaling
of threshold contrast up to suprathreshold contrast.

OPTIMIZED CONTRAST SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS IN
ORTHOGONAL COLOR SPACE

Various sets of CSFs were optimized to fit the experimen-
tal data and provide an initial evaluation of the derived
orthogonal color space. The optimization proceeded as
follows. First, noise images at threshold level were fil-
tered by a bandpass (for luminance noise image) or low-
pass (for chromatic noise images) filter. Then the
‘‘fmincon.m’’ routine in MATLAB was used to optimize
the parameters of the filter models based on the objective

functions given in Eqs. (14)–(17). Essentially, the filtered
noise images were subtracted from a uniform patch and
then averaged to fit the experimental data.

For luminance noise images, the three-parameter band-
pass function shown in Eq. (18), first described by Mov-
shon and Kiorpes,31 was fitted to the experimental lumi-
nance noise images [the chromatic version is given in Eq.
(19)]. The objective functions used in optimization routine
is given in Eqs. (14) and (15) for threshold data and
suprathreshold data, respectively. In addition, a five-pa-
rameter model is shown in Eq. (20), which was fitted to
the luminance noise image data. Equations (16) and (17)
describe the objective functions used for the five-parame-
ter model, which already has the mean subtracted. Chro-
matic noise data were fitted by the sum of two three-pa-
rameter filters31 described by Eq. (19). The DC-maintain-
ing technique described by Johnson and Fairchild18 was
applied to the chromatic filters.

ythd " abs%mean%abs%imgFiltered&
#mean%imgNoise&& # 1& %14&

ysup " abs%mean%abs%imgFiltered&
#mean%imgNoise&& # 3& %15&

y
thd Sp" abs%mean%abs%imgFiltered&& # 1& %16&

ysup Sp " abs%mean%abs%imgFiltered&& # 3& (17)

FIG. 16. (a) Original image; (b) image filtered by luminance CSF; (c) image filtered by red-green chromatic CSF; (d) image
filtered by yellow-blue chromatic CSF.
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CSFlum%f & " a $ f c $ e#b$f (18)

CSFchrom%f & " a1 $ e#b1$f c1 ! a2 $ e#b2$f c2 (19)

CSFlum Sp%f & " ee$2
d $2g $ f ce#b$f (20)

The optimized parameters are reported in Table II.
Figure 14 illustrates the optimized sets of CSFs. Solid
lines show CSFs at threshold level, and dotted lines show
CSFs at suprathreshold level. The luminance CSF at
threshold and suprathreshold levels almost overlaps with
similar bandpass shape, and the chromatic CSF shows
similar low-pass shape at threshold and suprathreshold
levels. The three-parameter luminance CSF peaks are
shown at 4 cpd, whereas the five-parameter luminance
CSF peaks are shown at 8 cpd. Comparison with the ex-
perimental data indicates that the five-parameter lumi-
nance model fits the data better than the three-parameter
model, which under estimates the achromatic sensitivity
above 6 cpd. The DC component was constrained to be
one for the chromatic filters.

Bearing in mind the goal of building a visual image dif-
ference model that includes the orthogonal opponent color
space and a set of optimized CSFs, it is interesting to vis-
ualize the model performance. As an example, the original
image shown in Fig. 15(a) was first converted to the or-
thogonal opponent color space and then transformed into
frequency domain using a discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). The CSFs calculated for threshold and suprathres-
hold were then multiplied with the image. Finally, the
inverse DFT of the image was calculated, and the filtered
images are illustrated in Figs. 15(b) and 15(c), respec-
tively. As expected, some edge information is lost. The
blurring effect indicates that the lowpass filter serves to
modulate high-frequency edges. The similar blurring
effect of the threshold CSF and the suprathreshold CSF is
expected as the optimized filters are similar (consistent
with the correlation between the suprathreshold and
threshold experimental results). This again suggests the
feasibility of applying the same set of CSFs for both
threshold and suprathreshold image quality applications.

It is also useful to examine the effects of individual
channel filtering on the image. In Fig. 16, the original
image was filtered by (b) the luminance CSF, (c) the red-
green CSF, and (d) the yellow-blue CSF. No blurring was
observed in images filtered by chromatic CSF, but the
image filtered by luminance CSF shows some perceptible
blurring. This suggests, as expected and often utilized in
image encoding and compression schemes, that chromatic
channels can be filtered without loss of any perceived
image quality.

CONCLUSIONS

This research addresses the importance of orthogonality in
opponent-colors dimensions within a color space while
performing linear spatial filtering for image difference
metrics, image quality assessment, and image encoding/
compression. Such orthogonality is neither required nor

important in color appearance applications, and therefore
it has not been addressed explicitly in many color science
studies. For example, the opponent color spaces of IPT
and AC1C2 used in the iCAM and S-CIELAB models are
not orthogonal and can cause undesired artifacts when
used to filter images. This work presents some visual
threshold and matching data used to describe orthogonal
opponent-colors dimensions with respect to CIE XYZ and
define optimized CSFs for those dimensions and the cur-
rent experimental data.

These results should be taken as guidance for the fur-
ther development of orthogonal color spaces and CSFs
and not be considered as a recommendations for a new
standard. The proposed orthogonal space illustrates that
CIE luminance, Y, is highly correlated with the most im-
portant dimension in noise perception, and therefore any
orthogonal linear space with CIE luminance as one
dimension would serve well for image filtering applica-
tions. The color space transformations obtained in these
experiments were also luminance level dependent. For
practical applications, a single color space transformation
is desirable and should be used (again using CIE lumi-
nance as one dimension would be a good start). Further
experimentation and analysis is required to confirm the
necessity for and the utility of luminance-dependent color
space transformations. The CSFs are only representative
of one data set and cannot be considered as an accurate
representation of the population mean. One could consider
using some form of a standard spatial observer32 or future
results from CIE TC1-60 on ‘‘Contrast Sensitivity Func-
tion for Detection and Discrimination’’ as good CSFs to
use in an orthogonal color space.
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